12. CATEGORY 13 - Far East: Situation Report No. 112 - Political/Defense:

22 November revealed that press, radio and television had been advised by the Party Action Committee in Berlin to take note of a report which it alleged fascist circles in the assassination of President Kennedy.

13. SECTION XII/B - Alert in Eastern Naval District Relaxed, 23 November:

As a result of the death of President Kennedy, the Eastern Naval District of Cuba was placed on an alert as of 22 November by...

At 3:00 on 23 November, the alert was relaxed to a certain degree by instructions to subordinate, to give leave to 25 percent of their personnel. For the 23rd and 24th and that further orders would be forthcoming on 25 November 1963.

CONSEQUENT: The authorization to grant leave to personnel is an indication that the alert is somewhat relaxed and the note that further instructions would be issued on Monday, 25 November indicates that a competent view has been adopted for the situation by Cuban naval authorities in the Eastern Naval District.
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